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1. Introduction
In the QCD deconfined phase region,

QCD vacuum can possess metastable domains
which leads to P/CP violations [1]. These
P/CP odd domains along with the presence
of non-zero magnetic field in heavy-ion colli-
sions leads to charge separation in the pro-
duced particles [2]. Voloshin and others [3]
proposed an experimental observable (γ) re-
lated to 3- particle correlator as defined in Eq.
1 to measure the charge separation.

γ = 〈cos(φa + φb − 2ψRP )〉
=〈cos(φa + φb − 2φc)〉/v2,c

(1)

Here φa/b/c are azimuthal angles of particles
”a” ,”b” and ”c”, ψRP is the reaction plane
angle (angle between impact parameter vector
and beam axis) and v2,c is elliptic flow of the
third particle ”c”. The angled brackets denote
an average over the particles within the event
and over all the analyzed events in a given
sample.

STAR, ALICE and CMS investigated the
Chiral Magnetic Effect using γ correlator [4–
7]. In this cintribution, we will search the
localized event-by-event back-to-back charge
separation, with the background effects es-
timated by a new technique called Sliding
Dumbbell Method (SDM).

2. Analysis Details
A. Sliding Dumbbell Method

The ultimate manifestation of the Chiral
Magnetic effect is the separation of charged
hadrons along the direction of the initial mag-
netic field. This back-to-back charge separa-
tion can easily be checked on event-by-event
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basis by using Sliding Dumbbell Method in
which sum of positive charge fraction (Db+)
of particles on one side and negative charge
fraction (Db−) on oppposite side is calculated
as depicted in the fig.1.

FIG. 1: Pictorial discription of SDM

Fraction Db± is defined as:
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where Nforw
+ and Nforw

− are the number
of positively and negatively charged parti-
cles on the forward side of dumbbell, respec-
tively whereas N back

+ and N back
− are the num-

ber of positively and negetively charged parti-
cles backward side of dumbbell, respectively.
The whole azimuthal plane in an event is then
scanned by sliding a dumbbell of ∆φ = 900 in
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steps of δφ = 10 while calculating the fraction
Db± to extract the maximum value of Db± in
each event. If the charged particles are uni-
formly distributed then the value of each frac-
tion in Eq. 2, will be equal to 0.5 and the sum
will be 1, but due to statistical fluctuations the
value of each fraction can be different. Hence,
Db± will not be equal to 1 and the maximum
possible value of the fraction is 2 in case of
complete charge separations.

The maximum value of Db± in each event
is extracted with asymmetry |Dbasy| < 0.25.
Here Dbasy is defined as:

Dbasy =
(Posforwex −Negbackex )

(Posforwex +Negbackex )
(3)

where, Posforwex = Nforw
+ − Nforw

− is posi-
tive charge excess in the forward side of dumb-
bell and Negbackex = N back

− −N back
+ is negative

charge excess in the backward side of dumb-
bell. Thus obtained Dbmax

± distributions are
then sliced into ten Dbmax

± bins. After slic-
ing, 3- particle correlators for different charge
combinations (same sign and opposite sign),
are calculated for each Dbmax

± bin for each
centrality. 3- particle correlators, v2{2}, v2{4}
are calculated using Q - cumulant method [5].
For background, we have used charge reshuf-
fle method, in which we are reshuffling the
charges of the particles randomly keeping φ
and θ same. Reshuffling the charges randomly
is expected to kill the charge dependent cor-
relations.

B. Data set, Event and track cuts

ALICE Pb-Pb data at center of mass en-
ergy

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV is used for this anal-

ysis. Minimum bias events with vertex in the
z-direction within |Vz| < 10cm from inter-
action point are analyzed. Charged particle
tracks measured with 0.2 < pT < 5 GeV/c
and −0.8 < η < 0.8 with the distance of clos-
est approach (DCA) to the primary-vertex less
than 3.2 cm is used. The tracks with at least
70 hits in the Time Projection Chamber used
in track reconstruction.

3. Results and Discussion
Dbmax

± distributions for different centralities
have been studied and these distributions have
sliced into ten bins. γ correlator for same sign
charge pairs and opposite sign charge pairs is
calculted for each ten bins in each centrality.
Along with this, ∆γ = γOS − γSS is also ob-
tained and its variation with centrality will be
presented. Along with ∆γ for data, we have
also calculated ∆γ for charge reshuffle as back-
ground. This study will provide a new ap-
proach to estimate background effect of CME
and thus might show a new possibility to ex-
tract the CME fraction in the future studies.
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